Abstract. While recent years have witnessed large progress in the algorithm of automatic music transcription (AMT), the development of general and sizable datasets for AMT evaluation is relatively stagnant, predominantly due to the fact that manually annotating and checking such datasets is labor-intensive and time-consuming. In this paper we propose a novel note-level annotation method for building AMT datasets by utilizing human's ability in following music in real-time. To test the quality of the annotation, we further propose an efficient method in qualifying an AMT dataset based on the concepts of onset error difference and the tolerance computed from the evaluation result. According to the experiments on five piano solos and four woodwind quintets, we claim that the proposed annotation method is reliable for evaluation of AMT algorithms.
Introduction
Evaluating the performance of an automatic music transcription (AMT) 1 algorithm always requires a dataset containing music excerpts 2 in which every note has annotations of onset and pitch. A sizable dataset covering various classes of music and with accurate note-level annotation would be very helpful for AMT research. However, by now such a dataset is virtually unattainable since annotating the notes in polyphonic music is a tedious process, and there is no straightforward and efficient way of either creating ground truth for multiple-instrument music or checking whether the ground truth is correct [1] , [7] . Up to the present, most AMT algorithms perform experiments only on piano data because it is relative easy to generate them by a MIDI-controlled piano [1] . Without an efficient method of note-level annotation, building sizable and general AMT datasets can be a boring job. Therefore, in comparison to the recent progresses of new AMT algorithms, the development of new and sizable datasets for AMT evaluation is quite slow and insufficient. The science on building an AMT dataset, including the scale, the efficiency and the quality of the annotations, is hardly questioned and investigated.
The purpose of this paper is not to introduce new AMT algorithms. In contrast, we concentrate on the methodology in building an AMT dataset. We expect that a good methodology should not only permit accurate note-level annotation, but also make it easy to build and extend the dataset. Moreover, its contents should be able to represent the music content encountered in realworld application. To discuss these requirements, we define the following criteria to evaluate the goodness of a dataset:
1. Generality: The form, genre or instrumentation of the music excerpts should be representative in the music universe and reveal the situations in real-world application. The dataset is not restricted to one class of instrument (e.g., piano solo only) or one specific form of music (e.g., woodwind quintet only). If we wish to apply the AMT algorithm for general online music contents, the dataset should contain real-world music played in real instruments by human and (sometimes) recorded in real environment rather than synthesized signals.
Efficiency:
The annotation process should be fast rather than slow, knowledge intensive rather than labor intensive. Efficiency sometimes implies scalability, meaning that we can expand the dataset easily. 3. Cost: The cost of money and human resource for building the dataset should be minimized if possible. 4 . Quality: The annotation should be accurate enough so as to evaluate the performance of an AMT algorithm in a proper manner. Although finding "correct" timing of the onsets and offsets is challenging, the annotation should be closed to the correct point so that the performance of an AMT algorithm can be evaluated accurately within a range of tolerance (e.g., in the standard of MIREX Multi-F0 Challenge, the tolerance is 50 ms.).
In terms of these criteria, the contributions of this paper are two-fold: A general, efficient and low-cost method for note-level annotation, and an efficient method in qualifying an AMT dataset. Given that the experience of annotating polyphonic music is actually similar to playing in an orchestra, the proposed annotation method utilizes the musician's technique and behavior by setting an interface (in this paper it is an electric piano with MIDI output) transferring the musician's playing into annotations.
Noticing that the evaluation procedure actually incorporates the concept of the tolerance to determine whether a note is correctly detected, we argue that the difference between detected note onset and the labeled note onset within the tolerance (named as onset error difference) could be a good indicator of the quality of an AMT dataset. Accordingly, we define criteria qualifying a dataset in terms of these quantities. Section 2 reviews previous methods in building AMT datasets. Section 3 describes the proposed method, the technical details and experiment results on an AMT algorithm. Section 4 presents how we test the quality of this dataset. Section 5 concludes this paper.
Related Work
We categorize the previously proposed datasets available for AMT into 5 (overlapping) groups according to the method adopted to build the dataset: 1) the manual method, 2) the multi-track method, 3) the audio-score alignment method, 4) the autopiano method and 5) the synthesis method.
First, the manual method means that when building the dataset, we listen to the music excerpt and annotate every onset time and the corresponding note name of every note manually. This task is sometimes accomplished with the aid of audio visualization and musical signal analysis tools (e.g., Sonic Visualizer 3 ) and music scores. One example using this method is the annotations of MIREX 2007 dataset, where the onsets and offsets are determined by setting an amplitude threshold [12] . The manual method is the most direct method and is available for all real-world music without any restriction of recording environment, instrument, etc., therefore it completely satisfies the merit of generality. However, this method is notoriously labor intensive, inefficient and challenging. Similarly, checking the annotations and improving the quality of the dataset are equivalently insufficient. Previous studies have also commented on this [1] , [7] . 4 Up to the present, there is still no sizable and fully manually-built dataset providing complete information for AMT.
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All the other four annotation methods are basically proposed to improve the efficiency of annotation at the cost of sacrificing generality. The multi-track method means that all the polyphonic music excerpts are mixed from separated parts of monophonic tracks. The monophonic tracks are easier to be labeled by the manual method or by single-pitch detection algorithm like YIN [14] . The greatest advantage of this method is that it downscales the complexity of annotating polyphonic music into monophonic music and is therefore relatively efficient. Another advantage is that we can produce a large variety of music excerpts by mixing the monophonic track in different ways and different polyphony levels. For example, when we have 5 separated parts of an excerpt of wood quintet, we can generate 2 5 − 1 = 31 excerpts with number of sources ranging from 1 to 5. The drawback of the multi-track method is its high cost, as it often requires musicians specialized in various instruments, professional recording equipments and studio, etc. Examples of AMT datasets built in this way are MIREX 2007 [12] and Bach10 [3] , etc.
The audio-score alignment method utilizes an audio-score alignment algorithm to align an music excerpt and its corresponding MIDI. Note-level annotation is thereby obtained from the aligned MIDI. One example using this method is the set of syncRWC annotations based on the alignment framework proposed by Ewert et al. [6] . This method is undoubtedly efficient and low-cost, but its scope is available for only those music pieces having well-edited MIDI files.
The autopiano method typically utilizes a MIDI-controlled piano (e.g., Yamaha Disklavier) to generate the music excerpts (played mechanically with the piano) from known note-level annotation (MIDI contents). Since it is easy to generate music excerpts in this way, many AMT studies perform experiments in this way, such as the datasets created by Dessein et al. [9] , Poliner and Ellis [10] , and the MAPS dataset by Emiya et al. [4] . Similarly, the method is efficient but not general as it is limited to only one instrument.
The most efficient way to generate an AMT dataset is using a synthesizer to generate music excerpts directly from the MIDI files. In addition, the quality of the annotations are exact since the onset and pitch of the audio part is just identical in the MIDI part. An example of of such kind of dataset for AMT is the TRIOS dataset [5] , [11] . 6 However, synthesized music excerpt is not able to represent lots of real-world audio contents. In most applications of AMT, such as the transcription in a live concert, the synthesized dataset is unsuitable for evaluation. It is worth mentioning that since the track information can be controlled in the multi-track and the synthesized methods, datasets built with these two methods can be used not only for AMT but also melody tracking and source separation.
From the discussion above, we found that current annotation methods cannot balance the tradeoffs among generality, efficiency and cost. Under some cases the quality can even not be controlled since we have to rely on the inefficient manual method to check the quality. Whenever we wish to verify whether a dataset is good, we always fall into "the abyss of manual annotation".
Proposed Method

Overview
Our task of annotating a note is to find the onset time and the note name 7 of the given given note event in the music excerpt and on the score sheet. This process is actually quite similar to the case when a musician plays music in an orchestra: the musician follows the mixture of music played by all other members in the orchestra, and plays his or her part together with all other members. When the musician is doing this, he or she is actually annotating (producing onsets and note names) his or her own part along with time. To leverage this to note-level annotation work, we need to find an interface which transfers the musician's perception of note event and the behavior of playing into note-level annotation. An electric piano with MIDI output is the interface we want. A musician with both orchestra and piano playing experience would be able to do note-level annotation by "playing with the music excerpt". Providing score sheets, the musician can further follow every parts of the music excerpts fluently and without significant errors. The detailed procedure of our method is described as follows (also see Fig. 2 ):
1. Find a pianist with band/orchestral experience. 2. Prepare an electric piano with MIDI output. Prepare the score sheets of the music excerpt we want to annotate (If the musician is confident to find all parts in the music then the score sheet in not necessary). 3. Let the musician listen to the music, preview the score sheet, transpose the scores of transposing instruments (e.g., clarinet and horn in woodwind quintet) for playing piano, and practice. 4. Let the musician play the piano with the music following the score sheet. The piano therefore automatically records the information the musician follows in the format of MIDI. When annotating piano solo, the musician just plays the same thing as the audio contents. When annotating multiple-instrument music, the musician imagines he or she as a member in the music ensemble/orchestra and plays his or her own part (not necessary piano) with the full group. This process is then repeated part by part. For example, to annotate a string quartet, the musician plays the part of first violin solely with the audio, then the second violin, viola, and cello. The audio is played four times and the musician follows the music part by part, thereby completing the annotation of each part by recording it in the MIDI file. 5. Finally, the generated MIDI file is manually calibrated and checked if needed. The proposed method can be used to annotate any real-world music with score sheets. Therefore, it is more general than the autopiano method (which is only for audio contents of piano), the synthesized method (which is only for synthesized audio contents) and the audio-score alignment method (because we can get score sheets for many kinds of music which has no available MIDI). The cost of the method is expected to be lower than the multi-track method. Also, this method can be used to improve the efficiency of the multi-track method.
Discussion
There are some potential restrictions of this method. First, an electric piano is limited in annotating some special music contents such as unusual playing techniques (e.g., slides in guitar or trombone) or voices with pitch variation smaller than a semitone. Therefore, we only choose the music excerpts without pitch variation smaller than a half tone. At the same time we also need to notice that using piano we can only annotate the pitch up to a level of half tone.
Second, in comparison to the scenario of playing in a real orchestra, our annotation scenario (Figure 2 ) still lacks some critical information, such as the verbal communication or the gestures among the performers. Therefore, the musician may not be able to track the beats instantaneously and perfectly for tempo variation, such as tempo rubato, accelerando (gradually accelerating), ritardando (gradually slow down), and fast note sequences such as trill and arpeggiato. For the above cases, the annotation is more likely to incorporate the musician's own interpretation. To investigate what the above cases influences the musician's annotation, we consider some music excerpts with tempo variation and fast note sequences in the experiment.
Experiment
The musician working at the creation of the dataset has more than 20 years of piano playing and teaching. The musician is also a professional clarinet player, and had more than 15 years of experience in orchestra. The musician is asked to play 9 musical excerpts including 5 piano solos and 4 woodwind quintets (flute, oboe, clarinet, horn and bassoon). Each excerpt has a length of 20 to 30 seconds. Detailed information is listed in Table 1 . The music excerpts are selected arbitrarily from the recordings of professional classical music players (information of the CDs will be listed in the supplementary materials). Some of the excerpts are relatively challenging for annotation due to the aforementioned situation: PS2, PS5 and WQ2 have significant tempo variation, PS4 has arpeggiato in the left-hand part, and WQ3 has some fast note groups including trill. PS3, WQ1 and WQ4 have relatively stable tempo. Details of these music excerpts and the annotations are publicly available online. The musician is asked to play with the audio as accurate as she can. Each excerpt is then checked by three amateur piano players with band experiences. The checking method is to play the audio excerpt and the annotated MIDI synchronously, and carefully find mismatch between the two. Mismatches are fixed and the audio and the MIDI are replayed and checked, until all mismatched have been fixed. Each excerpts is checked twice. Although it is hard to record accurate time spent on annotation and checking, in our experiment we found that, starting from previewing the scores to finishing the recordings, it takes about 75 minutes for the musician to finish a piano solo excerpt and 1.5 hour to finish a woodwind quintet excerpt. Checking one music excerpt takes roughly from 15 minutes to more than 2 hours.
Note-level Evaluation
To get a brief picture of this new dataset, we use an AMT algorithm, the constrained non-negative matrix factorization (C-NMF) algorithm proposed by Vincent et al. [2] 9 for our experiments. By default, it uses the NMF algorithm to learn one template per pitch adaptively from the signal being analyzed on-thefly, with constraints that enforce harmonicity and spectral smoothness of the learned templates. Because the performance of C-NMF appears to be sensitive to the value of β for computing the β-divergence 10 and the value of ϑ for thresholding the activation patterns, we optimize the values of β and ϑ for each music excerpt independently and empirically by running a grid search.
We compare three different cases:
1. Original: The basic case, where the AMT algorithm is performed on the real-world music excerpts, and the F-scores are computed by taking the unchecked annotations generated by our musician as the ground truth. 2. Checked: The algorithm is also processed on the real-world music excerpts, but the ground truth is taken from the checked annotation.
3.
Oracle: This is an ideal but unrealistic case, where the music excerpts are not the real-world ones, but the ones synthesized by the MIDI files of the unchecked annotation. The ground truth is also taken from the unchecked annotations. In this case, all annotations are considered perfectly matched to the audio contents, and the audio contents are clean and without noise or any real-world artifact. The synthesized audio contents are obtained from Edirol Hyper Canvas.
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These three cases will also be useful in the discussion in the next section. We evaluate the performance of the algorithm in terms of note-level F-score. Here, a ground truth note is assumed to be correctly transcribed if the algorithm returns a note that is within a half semitone of that note, and the returned onset of the note is within ±δ ms of the onset of the ground truth note. Here δ is called the tolerance; in MIREX δ = 50 ms [12] . Note-level F-score is defined as F = 2P R/(P + R), where P = N T P /(N T P + N F P ) and R = N T P /(N T P + N F N ) (N T P , N F P , N F N are the number of true positives, false positives and false negatives, respectively). Table 2 shows the results of each music excerpt by setting δ = 50 ms. Each Fscore is obtained from optimal β and ϑ. We can see that, when there is only one instrument (piano solo), the Oracle results outperform other cases from about 10% (PS3) to even 47% (PS2). For wind quintets the difference is smaller due to higher complexity of the audio signal, but the Oracle case is still better on average. The good performance of the Oracle reveals how good (and also how unrealistic) it would be if we use synthesized data in AMT evaluation. Table 2 also indicates that the checked annotations do not necessarily lead to better F-scores. Specifically, the Checked case of the four wind quintets are even worse than the Original case, perhaps due to the systematic bias of human. In general, there is marginal improvement in F-scores after checking.
Two issues emerge. First, the F-score listed here still answer nothing specific about the quality of the dataset. High F-scores can be resulted from multiple factors: perhaps the annotation is accurate, perhaps the audio content is clean, perhaps the algorithm is good, or perhaps the specific excerpt is simple. More specifically, given one music excerpt, the F-score that can be obtained is jointly influenced by the algorithm and the annotation. Before we identify the errors stemming from these two sources we cannot make any conclusion.
Second, from the experiment we also learn that checking is not surely to make the data more reliable. It is likely that we are careless somewhere and we should have spent more time on the manual checking process so as to make them better. But should we keep spending time to improve the annotation manually and stay in the abyss of manual annotation?
These issues will be addressed in the next section.
Evaluating the Quality of an AMT Dataset
The Issue
Studies on AMT mostly concentrate only on the performance of the AMT algorithm rather than the quality of the AMT dataset. This is due to the fact that building a dataset of real-world music with exact annotation is nearly impossible, even when we use the tedious manual method -this is already not what we expect. In this section, we would like to answer the following two questions: 1) How to qualify a dataset in a general sense without manual checking? and 2) for the proposed method in Section 3, can we use the musician's original annotation for evaluation of AMT without manual checking?
The purpose of pursuing high quality annotation is not necessarily to make it as perfect as possible. Instead, our main purpose is to make the dataset able to reveal the performance of the AMT algorithm. Although we cannot build a dataset with exact annotation, we can argue that as the labels are closer to the exact ones, we can use smaller tolerance to evaluate the AMT algorithm. The conception of "good annotation" is inexact; it depends on the value of tolerance. The measure the quality of the dataset is a function of the tolerance.
Therefore, we are more interested in the relationship between the labeled onset and the detected onset, rather than the performance of the algorithm. For convenience in discussion,we define the onset error difference (denoted by ) as the difference between the detected onset and the labeled onset given a finite tolerance window. Notice that can only be defined for TPs since FPs and FNs are not "detected" onsets.
Meanings of the Onset Error Difference
To investigate the meanings of , firstly we need to clarify where stems from. In general, is contributed by two sources: annotation error and algorithmic error, where the former is caused by the musician and the latter is the caused by the engineer who designs the algorithm. The two sources cannot be clearly separated. To simplify the problem, we assume that short-time onset error differences (e.g., < 50 ms) are mostly caused by bad annotation, whereas long-time onset error differences (e.g., >200ms) are caused mostly by bad AMT algorithm. 12 This assumption is reasonable since we do not expect a professional musician to make > 200 ms. If is small for small tolerance δ then we are confident about the quality of the annotation.
The criteria of the quality of the dataset is described as follows by comparing the average onset error difference of the original case ( R ), the checked case ( C ) and the oracle case ( O ) for all TPs in every music excerpt:
1. In the worst case, assuming is uniformly distributed in [0, δ], 13 then, for usable annotation, the averaged R of a music excerpt should be smaller than δ/2, especially for large tolerance window. Conversely, if R > δ/2 for large δ, then we claim the annotation is surely unusable. 2. In the ideal case, R should be as close to O as possible. Here we further propose two criterions to test the closeness. The weak criteria states that, by defining ∆ = R − O , ∆ should be less than 10 ms for δ =50ms. The strong criterion states that through a two-tailed t-test, R should not be significantly larger than O for δ = 50ms. If the weak criterion is satisfied then we claim the annotation is good. If the strong criterion is satisfied then we claim the annotation is high-quality.
14 Table 3 . R, ∆, p-value and (d.f.) The unit of R and ∆ is in milliseconds.
No. Figure 2 shows the results of the average onset error differences with various lengths of the tolerance under the three cases for each music excerpt.
Results
For most excerpts, although the average R and C are slightly higher than δ/2 (the diagonal thin line) for δ < 50 ms, they are constantly smaller than δ/2 for δ larger than 100 ms. As discussed earlier, O mainly stems from the AMT algorithm rather than annotation for larger δ. Therefore, we may say that the proposed method is reliable. Table 3 lists the values of R for δ =50ms.
The other important issue is to see how close R (and also C ) and O are. Figure 2 shows that this depends on the music excerpts. For the excerpt with stable tempo (e.g., PS03), R , C and O are generally small; R is even smaller than 50ms for δ = 300ms. Not surprisingly, PS04 (arpeggiato in the left-hand part) and WQ02 (unstable tempo) have relatively high . In addition to the brief view of Figure 2 , Table 3 lists ∆ and the p-value at δ = 50 ms of every music excerpt for more detailed and rigorous comparison. Most music excerpts satisfy the weak criterion that ∆ < 10 ms excerpt for PS02. This is because the use of tempo rubato, a fermata and the term stretto in the sixth measure, and the term poco ritenuto in the seventh measure may have caused the musician unable to follow the music perfectly without any personal interpretation.
We also see that only PS1 and WQ4 satisfy the strong criterion, unfortunately. In fact, PS1 and WQ4 are both of slow and relative stable tempo (PS2 and PS5 are also slow but their tempo varies over time). Besides, the p-values of WQ01 and WQ02 are both near to 0.05.
Finally, comparing C and R in Figure 2 we found marginal improvement of checking. This result may stem from two reasons: the first is that the original annotation already "imprints" a position to the checking person and makes he or she believe the original annotation is correct. The second reason is that we do not pay enough labor and time in checking. However, we argue that the first is unavoidable while the second is unwanted. Therefore, to improve the quality, we opt for improving the technical details of our annotation scenario rather than pay more labor and time in calibration.
In summary, our proposed method can produce usable annotation for all music excerpts in the experiment. For music with slight tempo variation and medium speed, our method can produce good annotation. Moreover, for slow music excerpts with stable tempo, our method can produce high-quality annotation.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have firstly addressed the issue on how to build and qualify a sizable dataset for AMT without manual work. By clarifying the criteria for a good dataset, we have proposed a general, efficient and low-cost method for note-level annotation, and an efficient way in qualifying the quality of an AMT dataset. We have demonstrated the experiments, reported technical details and results, and verified its feasibility. For future work, we see two directions for improvement: the first is to test the quality of the offsets in addition to onsets and note names, and the second is to consider some scenarios for improving quality, e.g., collecting annotations from more than one musician. It is hoped that the presented methodology can help open the door of AMT research to more diverse training and test sets to cross the gap between scholarly curiosity to commercial applications.
